Description of Corners:

Investigation Notes:

*Found 4 in. galv. pipe 26 in. above ground.*

*Found 64 in. saw off fir stump, N. 26° E, 68 lks. with a visible T.*

*Found 54 in. fir snag, S. 16° W, 43 lks. with visible marks & T 4.*

The N.W. BT is in its proper bearing and distance but all marks are rotted away. The S.E. BT is entirely gone.

Signed: L. Whitmore
Title: Forestry Tech
Date: 5-27-63

Note: Leonard Whitmore, Deputy County Surveyor, qualified to re-witness & re-monument positive old monument.

Accessories:

*40 in. OS stake*


14. Remarks: New BTs:

- 24 in. Hem, N. 24° E, 18 lks. MKD. This row is S & BT
- 22 in. Hem, N. 24° E, 21 lks. MKD. This row is S & BT
- 26 in. Hem, S. 11° W, 42 lks. MKD. This row is S & BT
- 6 in. Spruce, S. 18° E, 56 lks. MKD. X BT

Corner is on west slope.

L. Whitmore